POSITION

HM
Asst HM
Hareline
On-Sec
Members

Run:
869

NAME

EMAIL

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
Allan Girod 788-8959
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,
Gerry Soogrim[Hash Booze]

Date:
5 Jul 2014

Site:
Mozart’s Ranch

Hares:
Taz, Ashe, Eric, Marita

CONTACT

305-1053
753-8843
685-3600

Scribe:
Pradeep

Football was in the air, the noise, betting options as to who will win or lose, lime being planned
and off course the drinks.....yes the beers. It was a toss-up as to the two credible
options....Hash or football and of course, HASH had the say and rightfully so as I am guilty of
not attending the last couple of months and now they catch me to write the dam trash. I know
for a fact that the hares would have put out a lot of time and efforts into their run, a really proud
bunch, about three attractive female hares and two good for nothing of the male species kind,
one short and the other heavy.
The journey to south is always a toss-up, traffic or no traffic and what time should I leave but
luckily for the football, little or no traffic so the drive was almost traffic free with a pretty nice
ambience from the highway into Seecharan trace where the run site was. A well manicured area
with all the basic amenities that we are not accustomed to and what the hell? The beer van was
there and all set up already and it was only 3pm. But I understood why as I came out of my
vehicle and proceeded to the covered area, there were the hares lulling off watching the football
game except for the hare who still holds the position of traffic police and chief photo take outer.
He was on duty and directed me into the parking area. As the time drew closer to the start,
there were no sign of the HM.....where the hell is the HM? A no show but we heard that he was
in POS to watching the football game and he delegated the duties to a past HM kind. It was not
the usual big crowd that I am accustomed to, I guess it was because of the football but say
what, the hash will go on.
The hash was call to order and the past HM did the briefing and handed over to the hares and
well, they were dressed in Brazil shirts, if they could have only see the future then it would have
been their regular big brand name wear. The traffic police hare did the briefing during which he
got two phone calls....at that time I knew that he was a potential Poofter. We were off to the
run, the traditional slow start guessing which way it was and finally after approximately five
minutes, we found the on on. The trail was quite easy, not too much bush and nice undulating
land until we reach the tiny village where the locals were wondering what the hell going on with
these crazy people. The beer stop was in sight but it was only about 30 minutes into the run so I
was a bit confused, is this a 40 minutes run? Well, it was not, a long trail of running on some
decent wide trails up and down and on and on until we came to a check that seems to be far
from the run site but we continued. It was a bit puzzling as we could not find paper and kept
looking until we realized that it was one of the longest back check that I ever experienced. Way
back pass two checks and it was on a left turn where the on on was. Something had gone wrong
on the trail, passing two checks the had to come all the way back?. It was a pretty long on on
again until we came to the ON ON IN....and a good feeling as it was one hour and a half out
there and at least twenty minutes running back and forth while the dam football going on.
The down down was pretty clever as the HM who did not show up earlier was present to do his
normal gig. Things turned on him after he announced all the potential poofters, the past HM who
had his own microphone was all set to nominate the HM for his preference towards watching
football and not being present at the start and made matters worse, he did not run. So it was
the HM who and rightly so got the Poofter along with the traffic police hare who took two phone
calls while doing the brief at the start. It was great fun indeed having left the run site at 10pm
that night.
Virgins: Yami, Candice, John, Cheryse,Sherry, Phillip, Gail, Candice, Noel, Curtis, Robert
New Shoes: Suilin, Pip, Liam, Harry
Poofter: Colin and Ashe
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